
 

 
  

RUSSIAN MOVIE NIGHTS 

At EuroCollege, Lossi 36-103 
 

Thursday  
February 16 
at 6 PM 

Welcome, or No Trespassing / 
Добро пожаловать, или 
Посторонним вход воспрещен 
(1964) 
 
Bonus: Малыш и Карлсон 

Welcome, or No Trespassing is a Soviet movie by Elem Klimov made in 1964. It is a 
satirical comedy about the excessive restrictions that children face during their 
vacation in a Young Pioneer camp, imposed by their masters. In a Soviet Young 
Pioneer camp, Dynin, the administrator is afraid that the children may succumb to 
harmful accidents and that he will be deemed responsible. He believes that accidents 
happen when formal rules are violated. Hence, he believes, everything must be done 
strictly according to formal instructions and regulations. 

Thursday 
March 15  
 at 6 PM Watch Out for the Automobile 

/ Берегись автомобиля 
(1966) 

Bonus: м/ф Гарри Бардина  

Beware of the Car is a Soviet 1966 crime comedy film directed by Eldar 
Ryazanov based on a screenplay by Emil Braginsky. It is often credited as one of the 
best Soviet (Russian) comedies. The movie plot evolves around Yuri Detochkin, a 
humble Soviet insurance agent suffering from a minor mental disorder. Detochkin 
applies great resourcefulness and exceptional driving skill to stealing cars from crooks 
in a Robin Hood way, disappointed by the Militsiya being unable to fight them 
efficiently. He then sells the cars and anonymously transfers the money to the 
accounts of various orphanages.  

Thursday 
April 5  
at 6 PM The White Sun of the Desert / 

Белое солнце пустыни (1970) 

Bonus: Бременские музыканты 

The film is one of the most popular Russian films of all time. Its blend of action, 
comedy, music and drama has made it wildly successful and it has since achieved the 
status of a cult film in Soviet and Russian culture. A soldier of the Red Army named 
Sukhov has been fighting in the Russian Civil War in Russian Asia for many years. Just 
as he is about to return home to his wife, Sukhov is chosen to guard and protect the 
harem of a guerilla leader (Abdulla). Abdulla is wanted by the Red Army and left his 
harem behind because the women hindered him. Sukhov's task proves to be more 
difficult than he imagined. 

Thursday 
April 26 
at 6 PM Gentlemen of Fortune / 

Джентельмены удачи (1972) 

Bonus: Винни-Пух  

Gentlemen of Fortune is a Soviet comedy, filmed at Mosfilm. The movie follows the 
story of an amiable kindergarten director named Troshkin who looks exactly like a 
criminal called Docent that has stolen Alexander the Great's helmet at an 
archaeological excavation. Docent and his gang are caught by police, but Docent is 
imprisoned in a different jail than his mates. Since Troshkin looks identical to Docent, 
the police send him undercover to prison with the real criminals to get information 
about the stolen helmet. 

Thursday 
May 10 
at 6 PM Office Romance / Служебный 

роман (1977) 

Bonus: Тайна третьей планеты (1981) 

Office Romance is a Soviet comedy film directed by Eldar Ryazanov, released in 1977. 
The film's plot is based on the stage play "Co-workers" written by Eldar Ryazanov 
and Emil Braginsky, and tells the story of Ludmila Kalugina, a general manager of a 
statistical bureau, and her subordinate, economist Anatoly Novoseltsev, who come 
from mutual aversion to love. 

 

Thursday 
May 31  
at 6 PM Autumn Marathon / Осенний 

марафон (1979) 

Bonus: Каникулы в Простоквашино 

Autumn Marathon is a 1979 Soviet comedy-drama, a winner of 1979 Venice Film 
Festival, San Sebastian Film Festival and 1980 Berlin Film Festival awards in the best 
director and best actor categories. It starred Oleg Basilashvili as a main character - a 
married man going through mid-life crisis, trying to find ends in his complex tangled 
relationships with his wife, mistress, neighbors and co-workers. 
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